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Orienteering on the West Lawn:
The sport of Orienteering is huge in Europe.  We are going to go out on the West Lawn 
and get a little European right here in the heart of the U. S. of A.    Spot of tea anyone? 
First things first:  We need to learn how to use this really cool surprisingly expensive 
compass.  I will demonstrate the proper way to orient yourself. 

Now we go outside:  We must first learn our walking pace.  I will lay out the 100 foot 
tape on the West Lawn.  You will walk (with your, as usual, extremely cool gait) the 100 
feet while counting your steps.  Then you will turn around and do it again.  Your two 
step count totals should be within one step of each other.  If not . . . relax, get your 
regular gait on, and do it again and again until you can be consistent.  Once you are 
satisfied that you have discovered your true pace, divide it into 100 ft.  Round and 
truncate your answer to 2.0 siggies.  Write it down here: My pace is _______ ft/step 

The Triangle exercise: 

group origin perimeter type of triangle
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

south volleyball pole 180 ft isosceles
middle volleyball pole 200 ft acute
north volleyball pole 220 ft obtuse
furthest south point of fake wood picnic table 240 ft right (3-4-5)
front bumper of Askeyʼs car 270 ft right  (5-12-13)
North edge of furthest north picnic table 180 ft isosceles
North edge of bus stop 200 ft acute
furthest north Sycamore tree 220 ft obtuse
furthest south Sycamore tree 240 ft right (3-4-5)
west corner of the brick wall south of the science building 300 ft right (5-12-13)



Here are the triangle exercise rules: 
1.) You can do this by yourself, or with a friend, but NO MORE THAN TWO PER GROUP.  
2.) Your group can not go into Main Street or any parking lot.
3.) Must be patient with any member of your group that needs a little extra help.
4.) Your triangular perimeter path must be clear (no going around objects). 

Instructions for your triangle:          Using a ruler and protractor, construct your three 
        vector triangle below using an appropriate scale 
Start at ___________________ 

Set your compass to: ________
Walk _________ ft
Set your compass to: ________
Walk _________ ft
Set your compass to: ________
Walk _________ ft back to origin

Now to Orienteering:
Here you will come up with viable 
paths for another group of physics 
students. Here are the criteria for 
a good path. 
1.) It must have a particular “permanent and recognizable” starting point. 
2.) The total distance of the entire path must be between 150 ft and 300 ft long.
3.) There must be between 7 and 10 vectors that make up your path.  
4.) Each vector of the path must be at least 10 feet long.
5.) No vector in the path may venture past the West and South lawns on the science 
building. So no going into Main Street or Berry Road and no parking lots.
6.) The path must finish at a “permanent” point that is NOT the starting point.   

Once your group has planned out your vector path, list all the instructions below.  
Do NOT write your final destination.  BONUS points if another random group can follow 
your instructions and end up at the right spot. So, make sure that you are very specific 
about here they should end up.    
Starting point: __________________________________________________________ 

Vector 1:  _______ ft  @ _____________     Vector 6:  _______ ft  @ ______________
 
Vector 2:  _______ ft  @ _____________     Vector 7:  _______ ft  @ ______________

Vector 3:  _______ ft  @ _____________     Vector 8:  _______ ft  @ ______________

Vector 4:  _______ ft  @ _____________     Vector 9:  _______ ft  @ ______________

Vector 5:  _______ ft  @ _____________     Vector 10:  ______ ft  @ ______________
     


